Big Ideas

Supporting
customers at
every moment of
their financial life
Banks that are there for their customers at every moment,
through tools such as Lifetime Dashboards, will not only lead
change, but the market. How can you develop and deliver the
digital, data-driven services your customers, like Jenny, demand?

Putting the customer
at the centre of banking
Being a digital bank means putting the customer at the centre of a
different kind of banking experience and building digital tools around
them, to enable seamless, continuous interaction. Here, we look at
a key aspect of that through the Lifetime Dashboard – a simple way
for customers to make financial decisions, manage finances, react to
changes and sudden events, in a way that works for her busy lifestyle
over time.
Oracle’s approach to achieving your strategy and getting you closer to
the customer in the digital and data-driven banking age is based on
vast experience working with some of the biggest and most complex
banks in the world. We develop the digital tools that enable them to
help customers such as Jenny to access and use their money securely,
anywhere at any time; to plan for major events; and make more informed
financial decisions.
Take a look at Jenny’s story to discover how digital tools such as a
Lifetime Dashboard could put your customer at the centre of a more
flexible and relevant experience, with you as their partner now and into
the future.

Event 1: When things go wrong

Jenny’s Lifetime Dashboard App is able to pull a
wide variety of data from different sources and give
her and her bank the information she needs, through
mobile integration capability. So at critical moments,
she (and you) know everything you need to.

She immediately uses her bank’s
Virtual Assistant mobile app
to cancel them.

Lost bank cards
Jenny has lost her purse, which
contains all her debit and credit cards.

Within minutes, Jenny’s bank calls
to confirm that everything has been
taken care of. Jenny is reassured to
be told that she will be covered for
any fraudulent card activity.

She is also sent an emergency cash
code to her phone – this will let her get
cash from an ATM without a card.

Jenny’s Virtual Assistant shows that her
new bank cards have been ordered and
will be dispatched within 24 hours. She
can track progress and requests for the
new cards to be delivered to work.

They arrive on time and Jenny
activates them using her Virtual
Assistant app. She’s also been sent
an e-voucher for her local department
store which she can redeem against
leather goods – time for
a new purse!

Event 2: Protected from fraud

Spotting unusual
transactions
Jenny’s Lifetime Dashboard shows
that Jenny travels a lot with work.
However, recent transactions have
taken place in an unexpected
location and don’t match Jenny’s
spending patterns.

Jenny’s Lifetime Dashboard monitors location,
spending habits etc, to keep ahead of fraud.

Jenny’s banking transactions are
captured in a data reservoir for
analysis. This spots unexpected
activity and triggers a process to
alert Jenny and verify transactions.

Jenny can instantly see that the
transactions are fraudulent and
clicks to confirm card cancellation.
She is reassured that she has been
reimbursed and given a full breakdown
of the value of the transactions.

Jenny can see that her new bank cards
will be dispatched within 24 hours. She
is sent an emergency code to get cash
from an ATM and is also given a guide
to learn how she can protect herself in
the future.

Event 3: Managing life events

Jenny’s Lifetime Dashboard App is able
to help her manage changes such as an
increase in salary and enable her to focus.

Jenny’s change in salary is spotted by
analysing her recent transactions in the
data reservoir.

Changes in financial
circumstances
Jenny’s been given a promotion
at work, with a salary increase.

Jenny is congratulated on her
increased salary and she is shown
the positive impact this will have
on her household budget. She can
see relevant recommendations
in the context of her saving goals
and decides to over-pay on her
mortgage each month.

Jenny is motivated by the positive
impact her overpayments are having
on the lifetime of her mortgage. She
can try different ‘what if’ scenarios and
is pleased to see her mortgage will be
paid off 5 years early.

Jenny can also visualise her progress
with a fun game that shows her which
parts of the house she now owns
outright. This really brings it home;
she’s determined to save more.

Event 4: People like me

Making comparisons
Jenny would like to know how
her savings compare with others.

The Lifetime Dashboard App can pull
in similar profiles of similar users and
compare them to Jenny’s.

Jenny is invited to compare her
financial status with other people with
the same profile. She can see an ata-glance view of her financial status
and sees that she’s saving as much as
other people that match her profile

Jenny’s bank can see that she has a
good handle on her finances and is
also extremely tech savvy.
It invites her to get involved in its
latest innovations, including biometric
fingerprint trials and a Connected
Home service. This allows her bank
to provide the best utility deals using
intelligence from her home and energy
consumption levels.

Jenny signs up for the Connected
Home service and is rewarded with a
wearable payment device for festivals
and concerts. It’s been pre-loaded with
an e-voucher for her favourite band’s
tour date at the O2!

Event 5: Changing details

The Lifetime Dashboard App
enables Jenny to change her
details simply and securely,
without having to visit a branch.

Jenny uses her Virtual Assistant App
to change the details of her name.
Her request is instantly validated using
Jenny’s marriage cetificate which is
held in her secure e-document wallet.
With one click Jenny can combine her
financial goals with her husband’s.

Addressing life events
After being married 5 years Jenny
has decided she now wants to take
her husband’s name.

Jenny’s name change request is
instantly validated using Jenny’s
marriage cetificate which is held in her
secure e-document wallet.

Using this information, her bank can
now notify her of relevant new loans and
insurance services.

Event 6: Ready for retirement

The Lifetime Dashboard App responds
to changes in Jenny’s life through her
data, allowing the bank to support her
changing financial requirements.

Jenny is offered a ‘retirement health
check’.
Jenny is presented with relevant
information about products and
services.

Financially fit
Jenny has been with her bank
for over 30 years and is now
approaching retirement.

The health check helps Jenny
understand her pension status and do
some ‘what if’ calculations on a simple
dashboard.

She can also follow links to extra
information and get instant guidance
through a set of questions and
answers.

How can Oracle help you support your customers
throughout their financial lives?
Across every phase and moment of your customers’ financial lives,
you can now be more present and implicitly more vital through digital
tools and services. The key is to not only have such services, but
to put them at the centre of your business – to think, act and Be
Business Digital.
Lifetime Dashboards are just one – very critical – example of the kind
of data-driven services you can offer to your clients to ensure they
stay happy, stay supported and stay with you.
Oracle’s breadth and depth of digital capabilities, experience with the
real business and customer requirements of retail banks, and unique
design pattern approach to digital challenges, means we can make
services such as a Lifetime Dashboard a reality for banks more easily,
more rapidly and seamlessly.

To discover how you can map these big ideas to your digital strategy and practice –
visit www.oracle.com/digital or contact oracledigital_ww@oracle.com.
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